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Measuring Our Invisible Mind Activity
Before we can observe changes in a phenomenon, first we obviously have to witness
that the phenomenon exists. In order for us to recognize changes in our subconscious
mind programming, which is invisible to our rational, conscious mind, we first have
to have a way to measure subconscious mind activity. A whole new field of body/
mind healing emerged in the 1980’s which provided a way to measure something that
previously had always been invisible – namely our thoughts and beliefs: the commands
being generated by our unconscious mind.
As a young member of the ICAK–International College of Applied Kinesiology
(the body that teaches proper use of holistic diagnostic muscle testing), I remember
attending an annual conference in Dearborne, Michigan in the late nineteen eighties.
The importance of that meeting was only clear in retrospect. There, a paper was
presented that challenged conventional wisdom with respect to the merit of using
affirmations, and as practitioners the potential benefits of recommending affirmations
to our patients.
In this era, holistic practitioners were busy helping patients identify their limiting
beliefs, and then constructing affirmations for the patient to state with conviction for
the purpose of acting as a counter-measure to self-sabotaging beliefs, with the intention
of nullifying them.
The doctor presenting the paper discussed the confounding nature of a discovery
he had made clinically. In the course of interviewing his patient during an office visit,
the patient happened to mention that on his own he had created an affirmation to help
himself break out of a mind pattern. His affirmation was something along the line of “I
am confident I will be financially successful this year.” The patient had been repeating
this several times per day.
With the proper use of muscle testing and self-referential statements, it is possible
to measure response in an individual to what he himself says. When the doctor asked
his patient to repeat the “I am confident…” phrase and then performed a muscle test
on a muscle that was strong prior to the statement, after the statement, the muscle
collapsed in weakness. This is, in a sense, like a lie detector test. If the initially strong
muscle had remained strong after stating the affirmation, it would indicate subconscious
mind coherence (agreement) with the positive affirmation – in other words that the
statement was true for the individual, and he actually did believe he would be financially
successful. If the statement weakened a previously strong muscle, it would indicate a
conflict – non-coherence – and the unconscious mind would be telling us that with this
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statement, it is not true for the patient.
Even though the patient was repeating this positive affirmation many times per day,
it did not cause him at the unconscious level to believe it was true. In fact, quite the
opposite. It was actually weakening him every time he said it because there was a clash
between his conscious intention and his firmly established unconscious mind belief.
This was a profound finding.
For the rest of that conference many of the docs attending were discussing it.
Eventually the phenomenon was named “reversal” – the mind’s ability to distort
conscious belief (and/or positive intention) 180 degrees out of phase, producing a
negative mind/body outcome. This discovery prompted many ICAK members to
explore the phenomenon of “reversal” and to learn how to eliminate it. The first ICAK
member to bring this concept widely to the attention of the general public was Roger
Callahan, Ph.D. (psychologist) who wrote the NY Times best selling book, “The Five
Minute Phobia Cure.”
What began as a collaboration between chiropractic physician and ICAK founder,
George Goodheart, D.C., other chiropractors, psychologists, and a holistic psychiatrist,
eventually gave rise to a whole new field now known as “energy psychology.” The
greatest number of health professionals employing energy “psychology” in practice are
not psychologists at all, they are chiropractors with training in applied kinesiology.
However, under the influence of psychologist, Fred Gallo, Ph.D., who trained with
Dr. Goodheart, an organization was formed in 1999 called ACEP–The Association
For Comprehensive Energy Psychology. Its membership of about 700 consists of
psychologists, other mental health professionals and various holistic practitioners. They
host conferences and publish newsletters which showcase dozens of reflex and other
techniques to eliminate destructive beliefs and improve mental health.
Identifying the phenomenon of “reversal” was just the beginning. What followed was
a period of experimentation with various practitioner-mediated techniques to induce
coherence.
The question I posed to myself was: Could there be a way to consistently induce
coherence – not dependent on the presence of a particular practitioner – that could
create the desired positive shifts in the unconscious mind (healthfully aligning the
subconscious/conscious mind complex)? And if there were such a process, exactly
how would it work?
As we shall see in following chapters, I found the answer in the almost surreal realm
of flower frequencies.
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A Quick Way To “Disappear”
Our Unwanted Characteristics?
In section 2 thus far, I have focused on the best developed model I have encountered
(that of Dr. Tiller) which presents and experimentally tests mechanisms that can help
explain how selected flower frequencies might transform us.
I wanted to provide the previous details because rigorous science strongly suggests
that the sample uncut flower essence I sent for laboratory analysis is operating in a
higher gauge state – a realm where information must travel at superluminal (faster
than light) speeds. It is a realm where information is much more coherent because of
increased thermodynamic free energy. I believe it is that realm with which flowers are
intimately entangled (R-space) that draws us into more harmonious alignment with
Unity. That is part of what allows flower energetics to coax us into a more balanced life
and help us to remove our unconscious mind negative self-talk.
Following the experimental results that have been presented, we can see how, on a
fundamental level, flower energetics could “re-write” or reconfigure what we think –
above the conscious level – and how we act.
We have seen how selected flowers may install transformational information resident
within themselves into extracting water (that we later consume) via their complex
antenna array, so that what we access as reality in the form of habituation, stuck in our
unconscious/ subconscious mind, can be shifted.
Take heart! For there is another interesting model that can explain a different
way flower frequencies might shift our consciousness, and… it is much easier to
conceptualize. That’s because it came from my very own noggin (intuition) which tends
to work from “other dimensional” images that somehow arrive in my brain – in simpler
broad brush strokes – rather than in the meticulous detail of brilliant scientists such as
William Tiller and Pier Rubesa.
For amusement we might call my following postulate of another floral mind
transformation mechanism the: “Down-the-Rabbit-Hole-Into-A-Miniature–Black-HoleResorption-Theory!”
What?
Well… as you might imagine, there is a story behind that crazy name. It relates to
information that comes from the fields of cosmology and quantum physics. As I was
writing this book I searched for what other holistically oriented folks were reading and
writing about the quantum mind and the quantum universe. During that time I ran
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across a book (Punk Science) that struck me as particularly interesting because of the
background of the author, Dr. Manjir Samanta-Laughton (MSL.)
She left the practice of medicine (at an early age, not long after she began) basically
due to a series of trials and tribulations that resulted in a shift of consciousness
whereby she felt she was able to directly access Source knowledge that revealed some
fundamental truths about how our energetic and physical universe is organized. After
that, apparently it just no longer made sense for her to practice medicine, as she seemed
to be drawn in a different direction.
Then, as often happens, she set about to see what kinds of scientific corroboration
might support her theories about the organization of the universe. By amalgamating
the thoughts of numerous progressive physicists (including those of Dr. Tiller) with
new era cosmology, she came up with specific ideas about how cycles of creation
(generation) and destruction (resorption) occur in Nature.
During a peak experience, in an altered state of perception while sitting on an oak
tree in the countryside, in her words she “tried to feel the earth’s rotation,” and was
“thrust into an infinity of spinning orbs.” She wrote: “In a moment that seemed to
transcend space and time, conveying many books of information in just a few seconds,
I understood what I now call the Black Hole Principle” (BHP).
In essence the BHP describes “the dynamic balance between the two forces of:
creation of particles and creation of light.” … “Sometimes light becomes matter and
anti-matter and sometimes the balance shifts the other way and two particles cancel out
to become light.” Remember, light is information.

“First You See It, Then You Don’t”
I have previously described the phenomenon of using selected uncut flower
frequencies to “disappear” limiting and destructive beliefs we all hold onto that are
stuck in the unconscious or subconscious mind. For example, previously mentioned
belief in one’s inadequacy (poor self-esteem) may materially demonstrate its presence by
neuromuscular testing with self-referential statements, and after exposure to frequencies
from uncut Tulip Poplar flowers growing on trees in the FlorAlive forest, generally
the poor self-esteem indicators vanish nearly instantaneously. (When a retest is done
on patients after 4 weeks of consuming the Tulip Poplar frequencies, in most cases a
permanent beneficial strengthening of self-esteem indicators results.)1 This seems to
metaphorically and physically correlate with energy-related features in quantum physics.
Background basics will help clarify this.

1

See male patient photo p.305.
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British physicist, Paul Dirac, felt that information movement in the Quantum Vacuum
functions similar to the Bohr atomic model (Fig. 1) which is where he first theorized the
existence of anti-matter – the substance that he postulated would have to fill the void
of energy left when an electron moves from a lower atomic shell to a higher one.

Figure 2 addresses the “life” of photons as they seem to pop into and out of
existence. This information provides important underpinnings in Dr. Tiller’s
“multidimensional simulator model” as an example of how photons (information)
can pop into and out of existence during interactions between anti-matter, matter, and
light. Information as photons can leave the vacuum (R-space) and manifest as mass and
charge in D-space, and then the reverse can occur.
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MSL develops, in her book, a thesis with supporting scientific references that
intellectually penetrates the age-old metaphysical model of the cyclic in-breathing
and out-breathing of life – how the world is created and “uncreated.” The scientific
details behind her BHP seem relevant to an unusual experience I had that is recounted
following. They provide another explanation of how flower frequencies might be
“uncreating” the mess of negative self-talk and limiting beliefs that we have stored in
our core being which exists largely above the physical domain, in the multidimensional
universe – the vacuum of space, or QV (quantum vacuum.)
The following peak transcendental experience took place for me just after I finished
reading MSL’s book. I was in attunement with the flower shown on the facing page, and
when I focused my close-up lens on the flower to take its picture, something unwanted
from within me was “sucked in” to one of the tubules in the center of the flower
(highlighted with the red arrow in the photograph.) It felt like something within me
disappeared down a “rabbit hole” to be disintegrated in another dimension. And guess
what, when I tested that theory clinically on patients in my practice, this flower (which I
dubbed “Freedom Flower”) eliminates the negativity of some rather extraordinary selfreferential statements (listed in Section 3 p.237) that define beliefs we would never wish
to be holding in our mind.
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The experience of having a component of myself “sucked into” a tiny opening in
the flower (to be disintegrated) made me think of the information that MSL presented
relating to miniature black holes – a relatively new theory in cosmology. Before
proceeding with that information, however, let us review some basics of black holes in
general.
A black hole is classically defined as: a region of spacetime from which gravity
prevents anything, including light, from escaping. (Hence it is black because light does
not escape.) At the center of the black hole is a region called the “singularity” which is
subject to infinite gravity and is infinitely dense.
There is a sort of “membrane” barrier between the black hole and the outside world
that is called an “event horizon.” If something should fall into the event horizon it
will be sucked into the black hole’s singularity due to infinite gravitational pull, then
resorbed and disintegrated.
There has been a great deal of controversy about the nature of black holes. In 2004
Stephen Hawking presented a theory describing how information could escape from a
black hole. MSL cites evidence that light (information) pulsed in the form of gamma
rays, X-rays, and sometimes high-energy electrons (which emit light as they decelerate)
does escape from black holes.
She then takes a leap of intuition and likens the event horizon to the interface in
Dr. Tiller’s model of (a) the D-space matter region having light speed <c and (b) the
R-space etheric anti-matter realm with light speed >c. She writes:
“The light of infinity reaches the event horizon but splits into antimatter and matter.
The positron antimatter occupies the vibration of c2, which is the region that is
just faster than ours. This is too fast for us to see or measure, but still exists within
space-time. It exists at a faster vibration and has the properties of antigravity and
magnetoelectric radiation. It too is found around black holes, and we have found
evidence of it.”
MSL then continues developing her thesis with mention of the idea that “black holes
occur at every level of the universe, from the very large – in the center of galaxies,
to the very small – inside atoms and somewhere in between.” …”physicist Nassim
Haramein also describes the universe as a holographic black hole fractal with creative
black holes at every level.”
So… with that background in mind, you can see why I wondered if, perhaps,
unwanted “junk” in some part of my being was sucked into a miniature black hole in
the Freedom Flower. That, or something similar, may very well have happened, and may
happen with other flowers as well.
The cyclic “inbreathing (deconstruction) and outbreathing (manifestation) of life” is
an ancient teaching that I find to be internally consistent within my experiences. The
material action of uncut flower frequencies seems to be operating within that construct.
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Nassim Haramein has done a great deal of modeling – with physics and math
supporting it – to facilitate a better understanding in modern terms of an ancient
unified theory of life. My work with flower essences heightens my awareness daily as to
how we may be connected to the whole, therefore I particularly enjoy his presentations.
After I listened to him speak about the “Resonance Project” he started, I found in one
of his online presentations the following statement:
“The “Schwarzschild Proton” theory describes the nuclei of atoms as mini
black holes of infinite density. The space between things, the vacuum, is a
fullness rather than an emptiness, and inside the proton is all energy available to
all protons in the universe, they being an entanglement of all protons, providing
a web of communication across space. This vacuum (zero point) energy
connects all things, being ever-present, and defines the material world.
If everything is connected and is in communication then systems can selforganize. We are participants on the very end of this fractal structure of
space looking back at ourselves and receiving feedback from the multiverse,
the network of information that we are part of, adding to it from our own
perspective. More than being a designed creation, it’s a self-organizing system
learning about itself, and the information that it gathers coalesces and synergizes
to produce the next set of questions in this information feedback network. God
is everything interacting with everything, learning about “itself ”, self organizing
and reorganizing, a constantly updating system, making a very complex
organism in a short amount of time, that is present in the spacetime structure,
creating higher and higher levels of complexity and organization.
There are similar and complementary dynamics occurring on a macrocosmic
scale down to subatomic particles, unified by a fundamental physics.”
The serendipity in my life that I have described so far could not occur without a
connection to the Whole, without a state that in physics is called entanglement. (There
can surely be progressive and regressive entanglement!) So I would like to explore a final
mechanism related to that phenomenon.
Perhaps selected flower frequencies, when they “hit the mark,” are removing a tangle
of unwanted thoughts and beliefs that seem to be wound around us rather tightly from
an historical perspective?
My sense in working with my patients and myself is that some of our entanglement
is so extensive that it can be truly difficult to disentangle – to eliminate. So to me the
idea that disentangling flower frequencies are directed through space to help us
is VERY heartening. It is wonderful to think that there can be divinely coded floral
information zipping through the quantum vacuum at greater than light speed undoing the
mess that we (and others) have created over time! If the speed of disentanglement is
high enough, it can save us lots of grief (and trips to healers.)

27
What Happens When Uncut Floral Frequencies
“Touch” the Human Being?
How Can They Cause Change?
.
When I see photos of the face of David Bohm (1917–1992), it affects me similarly
to being in the present-time company of Dr. Tiller. One senses a very high level of
intelligence, and yet it seems he must have resided in a domain well beyond the egodominated realm commonly found in academia. He appears to have been worldly wise
and easy to be around. Who knows? I look at a lot of facial photos, and that is just my
intuition. What is clear is that his capacity and presence was so enormous that he was
able to contribute at the highest level to academic theoretical physics while at the same
time being a pioneering “borderline metaphysician.”
In a seminar he gave very near the end of his life1 he spoke about the dilemma of
human thought, explaining that it can create more problems than it solves. He gave
the following insight which strikes me powerfully because it relates so much to themes
within this book.
“...the general tacit assumption in thought is that it’s just telling you the way
things are and that it’s not doing anything – that ‘you’ are inside there, deciding
what to do with the info. But you don’t decide what to do with the info.
Thought runs you. Thought, however, gives false info that you are running
it, that you are the one who controls thought. Whereas actually, thought is
the one which controls each one of us. Thought is creating divisions out
of itself and then saying that they are there naturally. This is another major
feature of thought: Thought doesn’t know it is doing something and then it
struggles against what it is doing. It doesn’t want to know that it is doing it.
And thought struggles against the results, trying to avoid those unpleasant
results while keeping on with that way of thinking. That is what I call “sustained
incoherence”.”
What an exposé of the destructive component of our unconscious mind – and stated
so succinctly! “Sustained incoherence” – precisely why we benefit from the antidote of
massive COHERENCE in selected flower frequencies.

1

1992. Thought as a System (transcript of seminar held in Ojai, California, from 30 November to 2
December 1990), London: Routledge.
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“Thought doesn’t know it is doing something and then it struggles against what
it is doing. It doesn’t want to know that it is doing it.”

I have witnessed this exact phenomenon clinically hundreds and hundreds of times
in the process of performing testing of self-referential statements. The statements I
use reveal what is generally hidden in the unconscious mind and the individual being
examined is often perplexed because they know they “do not believe that.” One of
my favorite startling self-referential test phrases (and one that emerged from the first
high mountain Peruvian flower I extracted) is: “No matter what action I take, I will be
defeated.”2
Very few people recognize when that unconscious destructive belief is operating,
and when it is evident as being true upon testing, the patient frequently looks up at me
startled saying, “I don’t believe that!” With a smile my response is, “you don’t believe
that consciously.”				
Dr. Edgar Mitchell’s “Dyadic Model” effectively describes the interconnected web of
life using modern language that includes important concepts from physics. It strikes me
as the best summary model available.
It integrates concepts of holographic information as it exists in the quantum vacuum.
It regards every cell of the human body as a quantum device, possessing both local
(particle) and nonlocal (wave) aspects. It envisions the “totality of our physical and
subjective experience as a multimedia hologram resonant with ourselves and the zeropoint field… a quantum hologram.”
It posits that “this quantum mechanical resonance is an exchange of energy with
the zero-point field such that the “phase change” (interference pattern) of quantum
emission carries complete information about the history of the system.… In other
words, one may think of the quantum resonance as carrying the information to create a
hologram of the entire experience of an individual, including inner experience.” … “In
the dyadic model, no experience (information) is ever lost, but carried forward in the
quantum hologram that resides in the zero-point field.” In addition to resonance, there
are three other required components of the model: entanglement; coherence/quantum
correlation; and non-locality.

In order to understand what happens to the human body when it comes in contact
with the quantum fields associated with uncut flower frequencies, it is helpful to
understand the following leading edge information that was compiled for me by the
very bright molecular biologist, William Brown, after he had personally experienced the

2

Frequencies from a flower named Maquilina (growing around a sacred glacial lake located at 15,000
feet altitude) eliminate this unconscious belief.
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action of uncut flower frequencies I formulated for him.
An Intercellular Matrix Frequency Transduction Model for the Coherent
Transmission of Information from Liquid-Crystalline Aqueous Nanostructures.
William Brown3
“The Intercellular Matrix is a vast consortium of extracellular and intracellular
proteins that form an extensive and continuous network through every tissue of the
biological system, linking together every nucleated cell in the body. Anatomically it is
comprised of the basal lamina and connective tissue, which together forms an encasing
that has traditionally been presented as the dividing border of the tissues of the body.
However as functional studies have begun to elucidate, this network is far from being
purely structural and compartmentalizing, and instead is an interface that, in association
with the immunological cells of the body, defines the function and architecture of the
biological system.

Information encoded in light is transferred from the coherent
water-biomolecule complexes within floral cells and is stored in the liquidcrystalline lattice of aqueous [water] nanostructures.
At the moment the aqueous nanostructures are introduced into the human biological
system, the light is nearly instantaneously transferred to the coherent water-biomolecule
complexes within the human tissues. The light is quasi-instantaneously transmitted
along the Intercellular Matrix directly to the DNA molecule, where decoding of the
information contained within the electromagnetic transmission takes place.
To understand how the light is transmitted through the Intercellular Matrix to the
DNA, it is necessary to understand the molecular architecture of the system.
One of the primary bio-molecular components of the Intercellular Matrix is
Laminin. The connective/vascular tissue is primarily composed of Laminin, and it is
the primary matrix protein of the Nuclear membrane. The human DNA molecule is
directly attached to the Nuclear membrane, and it is this Nuclear Matrix that is involved
in the regulation of the DNA molecule itself. In addition to other matrix-associated
molecules, such as proteoglycans, water macromolecules are complexed to the matrix in
a specific lattice configuration. (It is important to note that proteoglycans are some of
the most electronegative molecules within the biological system, and water is specifically
involved in interactions with the quantized electromagnetic field.) Electromagnetic
excitations are propagated along the matrix through the extracellular laminins, to the
intracellular microtubules to the nuclear laminins where the information is transmitted
directly to the DNA.
Delocalized Pi electrons of the nucleotide residues are excited by the electromagnetic
3

http://williambrownscienceoflife.com
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transmission and produce a corresponding electromagnetic signal. The energy involved
in this electromagnetic excitation is transmitted via the DNA to a quantum nonlocal
field where morphic behavioral patterns are stored in the energetic crystalline template
of the field. Note that the crystalline patterns of this field are on the size of 10-7
meters, which is the same size as the DNA molecule.
The information transmitted from the flowers via the aqueous nanostructures and
Intercellular Matrix change the Morphic behavioral pattern that is “tuned” into by the
DNA molecule. This can result in a nearly instantaneous change in human behavioral
patterns and perspectives.”

Summary Overview
How uncut flower essences produce personal transformation
For thousands of years the energy (or “essence”) of flowers has been used to uplift
humans. In recent history, to obtain conventional flower essences, flowers are cut and
placed in spring water to absorb their energies. I have pointed out that the action of
severing the flower from the mother plant disrupts critical features of “coherence” that
influence the degree to which repatterning information can be collected and conveyed
from the flower to the water in which it is floating that is later diluted and used for
treatment.
To obtain a greater degree of transformational ability from flowers, I developed a
unique method to extract the totality of a flower’s information while preserving the
greatest amount of coherence of that information. Second, I developed from the field
of applied kinesiology muscle testing (that gave rise to energy psychology) a way to test
the action of the transformational flower frequencies real time on living subjects, and to
verify the extent to which the change induced by them remains permanent.
Now it is possible by reproducible means to rapidly evaluate an individual to detect
specific limiting and self-sabotaging unconscious beliefs. Once those are identified, it is
then possible to find flower frequencies carrying pulsed information that will cancel the
undesirable beliefs (in a sense “overwriting” them), and at the same time install a new
and positive mind and spirit orientation.
Scientific evidence attesting to the enhanced abilities of uncut flower essences I sent
for laboratory evaluation as compared to conventional flower essences is presented in
appendices at the end of this book. Please review that information now. Then: on to
personal transformation in Section 3!
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Combination #2 - Pure PotentialTM
A combination of frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: Flor del Oso (Puya species),
Flor de la Luna (Wernervia nubigena), Totora, Heartmend (Dianthus armeria) supported by
an individually matched complementary base of rare global shamanic flower essences.6
Potential Uses:
(1) To act as an energy shield, deflecting destructive fields away from us for
dissolution into Source;
(2) To help us clear and upgrade our unconscious mind so that we can more
easily overcome life obstacles and diminish stress;
(3) To remove particular self-sabotaging beliefs listed below;
(4) To add light and a sense of ease into our being;
(5) To help us prepare for a more enlightened age on earth.

Flor del Oso

6

Flor de la Luna

This multi-flower uncut flower essence combination is sold under the trade name Pure Potential™
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Heartmend™

Totora

The development of this floral energy combination took me 19 years to complete,
spanning three trips to Peru, until I was able to finally collect flower frequencies from a
remote and energetically protected part of the High Andes.
Primary Test Phrase:
– I am free from the influence of negative forces and fields directed at me.(Affirms this
belief that is absent initially.)
Additional Test Phrases:
1. If I feel happy, I must feel guilty. (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
2. If I desire something, I won’t get it. (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
3. I am free to be me. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
4. If I question authority, I will be destroyed. (Removes this belief that is present
initially.)
5. It is impossible for me to forgive myself for my past failures. (Removes this belief
that is present initially.)
6. Being completely vulnerable in my relationships is too risky. (Removes this belief
that is present initially.)
7. I easily find joy in my life. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
8. I allow myself to receive love. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
9. I am free from the effects of emotional trauma/abuse. (Affirms this belief that is
absent initially.)
10. I cannot release my past completely.(Removes this belief that is present initially.)
11. I am fully receiving input from my highest spiritual resources. (Affirms this belief
that is absent initially.)
12. I cannot be happy until things change. (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
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13. I cannot desire what I have. (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
14. My life is ease and joy. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
15. I am certain I can enjoy delightful sexual intimacy. (Affirms this belief that is absent
initially.)
16. I am patient with myself. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
17. I cannot have my sexual desires fulfilled.(Removes this belief that is present initially.)
18. I am free from the need to employ the negative aspects of myself. (Affirms this
belief that is absent initially.)
19. The loss of (person’s name/relationship or a pet animal’s name) leaves a hole in my
heart. (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
20. I can accommodate joy in my life.(Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
21. My spiritual mission is clear to me now. (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
22. (For men missing female companionship) I am fully receiving all necessary female
polarity.(Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
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Combination #3 - End2Panic™

A combination of frequencies from uncut flowers of: California desert Creosote
Bush (Larrea tridentata), Colorado Rockies’ Green Helbore (Vera trumviride), and Gentiana
species, supported by an individually matched complementary base of rare global
shamanic flower essences.7
Potential Uses:
(1) To halt emotional disconnects that may result in unfounded panic		
(2) To produce greater mind/spirit coherence

California desert Creosote Bush
(Larrea tridentata)

Colorado Rockies’ Green Helbore
(Veratrum viride)

Gentiana
The newborn infant has 8 primitive reflexes that are an essential part of the
developing nervous system designed to protect it and support wellbeing in the first

7
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months of very vulnerable existence. A well-known example is the Moro reflex (or
startle reflex), because it generally occurs when a baby is startled by a loud sound or
movement, and serves to draw attention. When startling occurs, the baby throws back
his/her head, extends the arms and legs, cries, then pulls the arms and legs back in.
These reflexes should disappear from the infant at about 18 months. If these reflexes
do not disappear at the appropriate time (i.e., they are retained into adulthood), it is
referred to as “retained primitive reflexes.”
When primitive reflexes are retained, it can cause enormous undesirable consequences
manifesting as learning disabilities, hyperactivity disorders, social ineptitude, and the
tendency to panic unnecessarily in the course of normal events that should not elicit
such a dramatic reaction.
The following flowers seem to have emerged to mitigate the hyper-vigilant nervous
system that is seen commonly in chronically stressed patients, and to remove the
unconscious psychological damage from primitive reflexes retained into adulthood.
Primary Test Phrases:
– Life is a series of panic reactions (tests true initially – blend eliminates this belief.)
– I can focus on what is important to me (failure on this phrase initially – blend affirms
this belief.)
– *I cannot recall and reclaim essential parts of my soul that have been scattered
throughout the universe.(tests true initially – blend eliminates this belief.)
Additional Test Phrases:
1. When one of my ideas is questioned, I feel attacked (assaulted.) (blend eliminates
this belief.)
2. If I rest and relax (feel vulnerable), life won’t support what I need. (blend eliminates
this belief.)
3. If my message is not heard and understood I will perish (will be killed.) (blend
eliminates this belief.)
4. If I allow myself to receive love it will kill me. (tests true initially – blend eliminates
this belief.)
5. If I am not always alert, I will be taking advantage of /abused. (blend eliminates
this belief.)
6. I cannot intuit the negative from the positive.(blend eliminates this belief.)
7. No matter what I do I can never choose wisely enough. (blend eliminates this
belief.)
8. If I fail I won’t be loved/ I don’t allow myself to fail/Failure is not an option.
(blend eliminates these beliefs.)
9. I am at peace with myself whether anyone else accepts me or not. (blend affirms
this belief.)
10. I deserve a different mother (father) and a different childhood. (blend eliminates
this belief.)
11. I belong. (blend affirms this belief.)
12. I allow myself to receive the love of my life. (blend affirms this belief.)
13. All that is rightfully mine finds me easily now. (blend affirms this belief.)
14. It is no use trying to initiate what I need to do. (blend eliminates this belief.)
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Combination #4

- Freedom Flowers™ Blend

A combination of flower frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: Wild Fivespot
(Nemophila maculata) (U.S. FlorAlive forest center), Ko’ Oko’ Olau (Bidens campylotheca)
(Hawaiian Pali), and Madame Fate (Hippobroma longifolia) (Jamaica mountains), supported
by an individually matched complementary base of rare global shamanic flower
essences.8
Potential Uses:
(1) To protect against negative psychic energy & break unwanted attachments;
(2) For powerful soul retrieval;
(3) To link to and empower our Light resources.

Wild Fivespot (Nemophila maculata)

8

Ko’ Oko’ Olau (Bidens campylotheca)

This multi-flower uncut flower essence combination is sold under the trade name Freedom Flowers™
Blend
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Madame Fate (Hippobroma longifolia)
As you read the language of the test phrases below (especially 4, 5 and 6),
contemplate the absolute and chilling meaning of some of the statements that
represent unconscious beliefs. If one aligns with them, they leave no room for escape
or remediation; we become “frozen” in spiritual space. Thank heavens they can be
reversed!
I hope this blend will become widely adopted, especially by a class of therapists that
dedicate themselves to what is called “soul retrieval.”
It is also very beneficial to use as a room spray for “space clearing.”When it
is sprayed in a space, it can remove heavy psychic “muck” left as a result of
people undergoing the type of emotional purging that commonly takes place in
psychology and energy healing practices. (It is much faster than smudging by
burning sage, leaves no odor, and acts profoundly in ways that sage does not.)
Test Phrases:
1. I am trapped in the activity of my mind (blend eliminates this belief.)
2. I am confronted with insurmountable obstacles (blend eliminates this belief.)
3. I am free from the influence of negative thoughts and beings. (blend affirms this
belief.)
*4. I am powerless to reclaim my kidnapped soul identity (blend eliminates this belief.)
*5. My soul, held in the captivity of a stasis state, is not accessible to me (blend
eliminates this devastating belief, acting as soul retrieval.)
*6. I am convicted throughout eternity for my crimes.(blend eliminates this damning &
paralyzing belief.)
7. I am free from all unhealthy attachments. (blend affirms this belief.)
8. I am free from ancestral curses. (blend affirms this belief.)
9. I am free from destructive genetic manipulation. (blend affirms this belief.)
10. I do not have the light resources to overcome the challenges I face (blend eliminates
this belief.)
11. My reality is joy and gratitude (blend encodes this belief.)
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Combination #5 - Crowning Glory
Turning Confidence Into Certainty
Time will tell if a remarkable discovery I made in 2013, relating to this combination
of flower essences, could possibly be true. I was working with one of my patients,
attempting to find a flower frequency blend that would break through his persistent
pattern of self-sabotage, when I discovered the following. This combination of flowers
enables our unconscious mind to move from CONFIDENCE to CERTAINTY.
My patient tested true (with normal muscle strength) to this belief: “I am confident
that I will successfully market and make a profit with my Internet business.” Just by
changing one critical word in the test phrase to “I am certain that I will successfully
market and make a profit with my internet business,” his test muscle collapsed in
weakness – signaling that that belief wasn’t true for him. When I gave him drops of
this combination blend, he strengthened – he became certain at the unconscious level
that he would succeed. What a wonderful power of support! I have now seen numerous
patients who, with the help of these flower frequencies, show they can turn confidence
into certainty. I am astonished.

The difference between confidence and certainty is the key to the whole
transformational thought and self-help movements. Out of all the attendees
at a self-help/motivational seminar, only those few who emerge with certainty
that they will accomplish an objective will, in fact, accomplish it. The rest of
the attendees – the majority – will simply feel more confident that they might
achieve the objective. Generally they do not.
A combination of flower frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: wild Passion Flower
(Passiflorain carnata) (U.S. FlorAlive forest center),and Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) (U.S.
FlorAlive forest center), supported by an individually matched complementary base of
rare global shamanic flower essences.9
Potential Uses:
(1) To clear confusion from the mind and fortify heart-centered awareness;
(2) To integrate Higher Mind energies to produce mental focus;
(3) To enable financial freedom;
(4) To enable greater energetic possibility for genetic repair.
When the patient or client is ready for this essence, after administering a lingual test

9
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dose, the negative test phrases below will be abolished, or the positive test phrases that
failed in testing will be fortified in belief.

Passion Flower (Passiflora incarnata)

Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)

Test Phrases:
1. I cannot create coherence out of the chaos in my personal life (blend abolishes this
unconscious belief.)
2. All of my life experience is in perfect harmony, perfect order, and perfect alignment
with Divine light. (blend affirms this belief.)
3. I do not trust that the Universe will provide for my financial freedom. (blend
abolishes this unconscious belief.)
4. I am able now to fully repair genetic damage to my DNA & RNA. (blend affirms
this belief.)
5. I cannot overcome my inherited family stressors. (blend abolishes this unconscious
belief.)
6. I cannot change the memory of stressful living. (blend abolishes this unconscious
belief.)
7. I am not strong enough to resist the negativity of the external world. (blend
abolishes this unconscious belief.)
8. It is impossible for me to correct defects in my genetic programming. (blend
abolishes this unconscious belief.)
9. I am fearless in love.
10. It is safe for me to be completely vulnerable with my partner.
A note to practitioners:
Construct test phrases for your patients/clients that will evaluate their belief as to
whether they are certain VERSUS confident with respect to a particular outcome
they desire. Then administer Combination#5, retest, and see if “confidence” nearly
instantaneously changes into “certainty.”
Physiological Effects:
Clinical observation in 2014 suggests that Crowning Glory has a profound ability to
cause ejection of bio-toxins that have been deeply imbedded in a patient’s cellular
matrix and have resisted all previous efforts at removal.

